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compliance of Class B devices: The 
enerates and may radiate radio-frequency 
nce with NetScreen’s installation 
e with radio and television reception. This 
d to comply with the limits for a Class B 
specifications in part 15 of the FCC rules. 
 provide reasonable protection against 
allation. However, there is no guarantee 
rticular installation.

 interference to radio or television 
y turning the equipment off and on, the 
e interference by one or more of the 

ing antenna.

en the equipment and receiver.

ienced radio/TV technician for help.

utlet on a circuit different from that to 
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o this product could void the user's 
 device.
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NetScreen, NetScreen Technologies, GigaScreen, and the NetScreen logo are 
registered trademarks of NetScreen Technologies, Inc. NetScreen-5XP, 
NetScreen-5XT, NetScreen-25, NetScreen-50, NetScreen-100, NetScreen-204, 
NetScreen-208, NetScreen-500, NetScreen-1000, NetScreen-5200, 
NetScreen-5400, NetScreen-Global PRO, NetScreen-Global PRO Express, 
NetScreen-Remote Security Client, NetScreen-Remote VPN Client, 
NetScreen-IDP 100, NetScreen-IDP 500, GigaScreen ASIC, GigaScreen-II 
ASIC, and NetScreen ScreenOS are trademarks of NetScreen Technologies, 
Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their 
respective companies.Information in this document is subject to change without 
notice.

No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by 
any means, electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without receiving written 
permission from

NetScreen Technologies, Inc. 
350 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94085 U.S.A.
www.netscreen.com
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The following information is for FCC compliance of Class A devices: This 
equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A 
digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits are designed to 
provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment 
is operated in a commercial environment. The equipment generates, uses, and 
can radiate radio-frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance 
with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to 
cause harmful interference, in which case users will be required to correct the 
interference at their own expense.

The following information is for FCC 
equipment described in this manual g
energy. If it is not installed in accorda
instructions, it may cause interferenc
equipment has been tested and foun
digital device in accordance with the 
These specifications are designed to
such interference in a residential inst
that interference will not occur in a pa

If this equipment does cause harmful
reception, which can be determined b
user is encouraged to try to correct th
following measures:

•  Reorient or relocate the receiv

•  Increase the separation betwe

•  Consult the dealer or an exper

•  Connect the equipment to an o
which the receiver is connecte

Caution: Changes or modifications t
warranty and authority to operate this
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iguration, run time object (RTO) 
ability (HA) cluster.

 cable, configure, and manage 
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NetScreen Redundancy Protocol (NSRP) is a proprietary protocol that provides conf
redundancy, and a device failover mechanism for NetScreen devices in a high avail

Volume 7, “NSRP” presents an overview of NSRP operations and describes how to
NetScreen devices in a redundant group to provide high availability using NSRP.
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 below.

I by clicking menu options and 
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This book presents two management methods for configuring a NetScreen device: t
and the command line interface (CLI). The conventions used for both are introduced

(�)*+�
$�&,$�&����������&���
Throughout this book, a chevron ( > ) is used to indicate navigation through the WebU
links.

"#$� ��	��)-�����.�/00�������.�1&���.�
�2

To access the new address configuration dialog box, do the following:

1. Click Objects  in the menu column.

The Objects menu option expands to reveal a subset of options for Objects.

2. (Applet menu) Hover the mouse over Addresses .

(DHTML menu) Click Addresses .

The Addresses option expands to reveal a subset of options for Addresses.

3. Click List.

The address book table appears.

4. Click the New link in the upper right corner.

The new address configuration dialog box appears.
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ntax. This syntax may include 
ommand descriptions use 
atory, and in which contexts.

ing special characters.

e symbols are essential for 

 symbols are not essential for 
 affect the outcome.

ymbol appears between two 
is symbol appears at the end of 

me contexts, and mandatory in 

e_1, feature_2, and feature_3, 
s surround feature_2 and 
 Otherwise, you cannot 

 command.
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Each CLI command description in this manual reveals some aspect of command sy
options, switches, parameters, and other features. To illustrate syntax rules, some c
dependency delimiters. Such delimiters indicate which command features are mand

3� ��0���4�3��&�&����

Each syntax description shows the dependencies between command features by us

• The { and } symbols denote a mandatory feature. Features enclosed by thes
execution of the command.

• The [ and ] symbols denote an optional feature. Features enclosed by these
execution of the command, although omitting such features might adversely

• The | symbol denotes an “or” relationship between two features. When this s
features on the same line, you can use either feature (but not both). When th
a line, you can use the feature on that line, or the one below it.


����0�3� ��0���&��

Many CLI commands have nested dependencies, which make features optional in so
others. The three hypothetical features shown below demonstrate this principle.

[ feature_1 { feature_2 | feature_3 } ]

The delimiters [ and ] surround the entire clause. Consequently, you can omit featur
and still execute the command successfully. However, because the { and } delimiter
feature_3, you must include either feature_2 or feature_3 if you include feature_1.
successfully execute the command.

The following example shows some of the feature dependencies of the set interface

set interface vlan1 broadcast { flood | arp [ trace-route ] }
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y find that certain commands 

x, attempting to use such a 
ge appears, confirm the 
ailable options for the set vpn 
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The { and } brackets indicate that specifyng either flood or arp is mandatory. By con
indicate that the trace-route option for arp is not mandatory. Thus, the command m
forms:

ns-> set interface vlan1 broadcast flood
ns-> set interface vlan1 broadcast arp
ns-> set interface vlan1 broadcast arp trace-route

/�$&�$)&�&�4��'��1+�����$�0��$�0���$�����

As you execute CLI commands using the syntax descriptions in this manual, you ma
and command features are unavailable for your NetScreen device model.

Because NetScreen devices treat unavailable command features as improper synta
feature usually generates the unknown keyword error message. When this messa
feature’s availability using the ? switch. For example, the following commands list av
command:

ns-> set vpn ?
ns-> set vpn vpn_name ?
ns-> set vpn gateway gate_name ?
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om/support/manuals.html. To 
ccess archived documentation 

lease notes document for that 
are Download. Select the 

ered user.)

e-mail address below:
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To obtain technical documentation for any NetScreen product, visit www.netscreen.c
access the latest NetScreen documentation, see the Current Manuals section. To a
from previous releases, see the Archived Manuals section.

To obtain the latest technical information on a NetScreen product release, see the re
release. To obtain release notes, visit www.netscreen.com/support and select Softw
product and version, then click Go. (To perform this download, you must be a regist

If you find any errors or omissions in the following content, please contact us at the 

techpubs@netscreen.com

www.netscreen.com/support/manuals.html
http://www.netscreen.com/support
mailto:techpubs@netscreen.com
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NetScreen Redundancy Protocol (NSRP) is a proprietary protocol that is supported 
provide high availability (HA) services. This chapter explains the components of NS
configure a NetScreen device for HA using NSRP. The specific topics covered are a

• “NSRP Overview” on page 3

• “NSRP and NetScreen Operational Modes” on page 8

– “Basic Active/Passive NSRP Configuration” on page 8

• “NSRP Clusters” on page 15

– “Cluster Name” on page 17

– “Run-Time Objects” on page 21

• “VSD Groups” on page 23

– “Preempt Option” on page 23

– “VSD Group Member States” on page 24

– “Heartbeat Messages” on page 25

– “VSIs and Static Routes” on page 28

• “Configuration, File, and RTO Synchronization” on page 33

– “Synchronizing Configurations” on page 33

– “Synchronizing Files” on page 34

– “Synchronizing RTOs” on page 34

• “Redundant Interfaces” on page 37

– “Dual HA Interfaces” on page 37

– “Security Zone Redundant Interfaces” on page 41
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• “Setup Procedure” on page 47

– “Cabling for a Full-Mesh Configuration” on page 47

– “Active/Active NSRP Configuration” on page 51

• “Virtual System Support” on page 61

• “Path Monitoring” on page 69

– “Setting Thresholds” on page 70

– “Weighting Tracked IP Addresses” on page 70
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 single point through which all 

 must pass, it is vital that the 

DMZ Zone
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To function properly as a network firewall, a NetScreen device must be placed at the
inter-zone traffic must pass.

Because the NetScreen device is the single point through which all inter-zone traffic
traffic flow remain uninterrupted, even in the event of a device or network failure.

Trust Zone

All traffic flowing between security 
zones must pass through the 
NetScreen device.

Untrust Zone

User-Defined 
Zone
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ces in a redundant cluster, with 
ll its network and configuration 

e backup is promoted to master 

er is active, handling all firewall 
r steps down.

zation with the configuration settings 

After the failover, 
100% of the 
traffic flows 

through 
device B.

Master
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To assure a continuous traffic flow, you can cable and configure two NetScreen devi
one device acting as a master and the other as its backup. The master propagates a
settings and the current session information to the backup. Should the master fail, th
and takes over the traffic processing.

In this case, the two devices are in an active/passive configuration; that is, the mast
and VPN activities, and the backup is passive1, waiting to take over when the maste

1.  Although the backup is passive in the sense that it is not processing traffic, it is quite active maintaining its synchroni
and session information it continuously receives from the master.

Trust 
Zone

Active/Passive Failover

A AB B100% of the traffic 
flows through 

device A. Device B 
waits passively.

Master Backup

Trust 
Zone

Untrust 
Zone

Untrust 
Zone

Note: To simplify the failover concept, 
only Trust and Untrust zones are shown.
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pabilities running a protocol 
g the NetScreen Redundancy 
wn virtual security interfaces 
2. Device B acts as the master 
ctive/active (see illustration 

up

er
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With the NetScreen device in Route or NAT mode, you can configure both devices i
active, sharing the traffic distributed between them by routers with load-balancing ca
such as the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP). This is accomplished usin
Protocol (NSRP) to create two virtual security devices (VSD) groups, each with its o
(VSIs). Device A acts as the master of VSD group 1 and as the backup of VSD group
of VSD group 2 and as the backup of VSD group 1. This configuration is known as a
below). Because of device redundancy, there is no single point of failure.

Trust Zone

Master Back

Mast

Switches in Redundant Pairs

VSD Group 1

VSD Group 2

Routers (Using VRRP) 

Device A

Untrust Zone

DMZ Zone

User-Defined
Zone

Switches in Redundant Pairs

Backup
Device B
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 fail, device B becomes the 
handles 100% of the traffic. 
in the next illustration.

active configuration cannot 
r, the excess sessions might be 
econd active device also 

rations among group members 
s A and B as members in an 
objects (RTOs)3 between a pair 
tership with minimal service 

ice for short periods of time; however, 

Os allow the device to understand the 
iations (SAs), DHCP allocations, RSA 

After the failover, 
100% of the traffic 

flows through 
device B.

Master
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Devices A and B each receive 50% of the network and VPN traffic. Should device A
master of VSD group 1, as well as continuing to be the master of VSD group 2, and 
Traffic redirection resulting from a failover in an active/active configuration is shown 

Although the total number of sessions divided between the two devices in an active/
exceed the capacity of a single NetScreen device (otherwise, in the case of a failove
lost2), the addition of a second device doubles the available bandwidth potential. A s
guarantees that both devices have functioning network connections.

In addition to NSRP clusters, which are primarily responsible for propagating configu
and advertising each member’s current VSD group states, you can configure device
RTO mirror group, which is responsible for maintaining the synchronicity of run-time 
of devices. When the master steps down, the backup can immediately assume mas
downtime by maintaining all current sessions.

2.  Each device in an active/active configuration can tolerate traffic bursts exceeding 50% of the capacity of a single dev
should a failover occur during that period, the excess traffic might be lost.

3.  RTOs are objects created dynamically in the NetScreen device memory during the normal operation of the device. RT
network around it and enforce its policies. Examples of RTOs are TCP/UDP sessions, IPSec Phase 2 security assoc
and DSS key pairs, ARP tables, and DNS caches.

Untrust Zone

Master Backup

Active/Active Failover

A AB B50% of the traffic 
flows through each 
device—A and B.

Untrust Zone

Trust Zone
Trust Zone

Note: To simplify the failover concept, only 
Trust and Untrust zones are shown.
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 not only handle different kinds 
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 message types. On NetScreen 
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 traffic through encryption and 
5 algorithms respectively. (For 

tScreen device, private NSRP 
ation about SNMP, see 

ions:

 for an Active/Passive 
see “Example: NSRP for an 

t through a switch forwarding 
.
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In addition to redundant devices, you can configure redundant physical interfaces on
primary port loses network connectivity, the secondary port assumes the connection
redundant interfaces, see “Redundant Interfaces” on page 37.

On some NetScreen devices, there are also redundant physical HA interfaces, which
of HA communications but also serve as backups for each other. By default, HA1 ha
HA2 handles data messages. If either HA link is lost, the other link can assume both
devices that do not have dedicated HA interfaces, you must bind one or two physica
zone. (For more information, see “Dual HA Interfaces” on page 37.)

Because of the sensitive nature of NSRP communications, you can secure all NSRP
authentication. For encryption and authentication, NSRP supports the DES and MD
more information about these algorithms, see “Protocols” on page 4 -7.)

If you want to use Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to monitor the Ne
MIBs are available for download at www.netscreen.com/downloads. (For more inform
“SNMP” on page 3 -66.)

NSRP consists of two basic elements, which are fully explained in the following sect

• “NSRP Clusters” on page 15

• “VSD Groups” on page 23

For an example of a basic active/passive NSRP configuration, see “Example: NSRP
Configuration” on page 10. For an example of an active/active NSRP configuration, 
Active/Active Configuration” on page 51.

Note: If the HA cables run directly from one NetScreen device to another (that is, no
other kinds of network traffic), it is unnecessary to use encryption and authentication

http://www.netscreen.com/downloads
http://www.netscreen.com/downloads
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parent mode. When interfaces 
el. The security zone interfaces 
When interfaces are in 
erfaces do not have IP 

 an active/active or 
anage IP address that you set 

 in an active/passive NSRP 
 set on the VLAN1 interface.

 put a device in an NSRP 
r in the WebUI by typing a 

 sync all, or in the WebUI by 
ancy > General page and then 

hey detect a loss of network 

er as explained in “Cabling for a 
vity for administrative traffic to 
e manage IP address for those 
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NetScreen device interfaces can run in one of three modes: NAT, Route, and Trans
are in NAT or Route mode, the NetScreen device operates at Layer 3 in the OSI mod
have IP addresses, and the NetScreen device forwards traffic like a Layer 3 router. 
Transparent mode, the NetScreen device operates at Layer 2. The security zone int
addresses, and the NetScreen device forwards traffic like a Layer 2 switch.

When a NetScreen device is operating at Layer 3 (NAT or Route mode), it can be in
active/passive NSRP configuration. To manage a backup device, you must use the m
per security zone interface4.

When a NetScreen device is operating at Layer 2 (Transparent mode), it can only be
configuration. To manage a backup device, you use the manage IP address that you

9$�&��/��&���$��&���
������'&,��$�&��
Performing the most basic active/passive NSRP configuration is quite easy. You can
cluster and VSD group with a single CLI command—set nsrp cluster id number—o
single number for the NSRP cluster ID.

You can enable automatic RTO synchronization with the CLI command set nsrp rto
selecting the NSRP RTO Mirror Synchronization option on the Network > Redund
clicking Apply .

Next, you must also select the ports that you want the devices to monitor, so that if t
connectivity on one of the monitored ports, the device fails over.

4.  You cannot set a manage IP address on a VSI for any VSD group except VSD group 0.

Note: Before NSRP can function, you must first cable two NetScreen devices togeth
Full-Mesh Configuration” on page 47. Also, if you want to maintain network connecti
one or more physical interfaces on a NetScreen device in an NSRP cluster, first set th
interfaces as explained in “Manage IP” on page 3 -39 before you enable NSRP.
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The basic NSRP configuration uses the following default settings:

• VSD Group Information

– VSD group ID: 0
– Device priority in the VSD group: 100
– Preempt option: disabled
– Preempt hold-down time: 0 seconds
– Initial state hold-down time: 5 seconds
– Heartbeat interval: 1000 milliseconds
– Lost heartbeat threshold: 3

• RTO Mirror Information

– RTO synchronization: disabled
– Heartbeat interval: 4 seconds
– Lost heartbeat threshold: 16

• NSRP Link Information

– Number of gratuitous ARPs: 4
– NSRP encryption: disabled
– NSRP authentication: disabled
– Interfaces monitored: none
– Secondary path: none

When you set a NetScreen device in an NSRP cluster, the NetScreen device autom
and transforms physical interfaces into Virtual Security Interfaces (VSIs) for VSD gro

5.  The convention for indicating a VSI is <interface_name>:<VSD_group_ID>. For example, the following indicates tha
for VSD group 1: red1:1. However, if the VSD group ID is 0, no VSD group ID is specified. For example, if the redund
group 0, it appears simply as red2.
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aces on each NetScreen 
device to NSRP cluster ID 1. 
hysical interfaces automatically 
0. Each VSD member has a 
oup master.

etwork connectivity on either of 
 of RTOs.

nts of NSRP configuration. For 
figuration” on page 51.

VSD Group 0
t Zone VSI: 210.1.1.1
t Zone VSI: 10.1.1.1

Backup

ntrust Interface
ethernet1

ical IP: 210.1.1.1/24

Trust Interface
ethernet3

sical IP: 10.1.1.1/24
nage IP: 10.1.1.21
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In the following example, you first set manage IP addresses for the Trust zone interf
device—NetScreen-A 10.1.1.20 and NetScreen-B 10.1.1.21. You then assign each 
When the devices become members of the NSRP cluster, the IP addresses of their p
become the IP addresses of the Virtual Security Interfaces (VSIs) for VSD group ID 
default priority of 100, the device with the lowest MAC address becomes the VSD gr

You configure the devices to monitor ports ethernet1 and ethernet3, so that loss of n
those ports triggers a device failover. You also enable the automatic synchronization

Note: This is an overly simplistic example and is included to illustrate the basic eleme
a more fully developed configuration, see “Example: NSRP for an Active/Active Con

Cluster ID 1

Untrust Zone

Trust Zone

Untrus
Trus

BA

Master

Untrust Interface
ethernet1

Physical IP: 210.1.1.1/24

Trust Interface
ethernet3

Physical IP: 10.1.1.1/24
Manage IP: 10.1.1.20

U

Phys

Phy
Ma
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k OK:

k OK:

:

ernet3, and then click Apply  
 General NSRP configuration 

mmand exec nsrp sync rto all.
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1. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet1): Enter the following, and then clic

Zone Name: Untrust

IP Address/Netmask: 210.1.1.1/24

2. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet3): Enter the following, and then clic

Zone Name: Trust

IP Address/Netmask: 10.1.1.1/24

Manage IP: 10.1.1.20

3. Network > Redundancy > Settings: Enter the following, and then click Apply

Cluster ID: 1

> Monitor Port Edit: Select ethernet1 and eth
to set the monitored ports and return to the
page.

NSRP RTO Mirror Synchronization: (select)6

6.  If you do not enable the automatic RTO synchronization option, you can manually synchronize RTOs with the CLI co
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k OK:

k OK:

:

ernet3, and then click Apply  
 General NSRP configuration 
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1. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet1): Enter the following, and then clic

Zone Name: Untrust

IP Address/Netmask: 210.1.1.1/24

2. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet3): Enter the following, and then clic

Zone Name: Trust

IP Address/Netmask: 10.1.1.1/24

Manage IP: 10.1.1.21

3. Network > Redundancy > Settings: Enter the following, and then click Apply

Cluster ID: 1

> Monitor Port Edit: Select ethernet1 and eth
to set the monitored ports and return to the
page.

NSRP RTO Mirror Synchronization: (select)
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mmand exec nsrp sync rto all.
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1. set interface ethernet1 zone untrust

2. set interface ethernet1 ip 210.1.1.1/24

3. set interface ethernet3 zone trust

4. set interface ethernet3 ip 10.1.1.1/24

5. set interface ethernet3 manage-ip 10.1.1.20

6. set nsrp rto-mirror sync7

7. set nsrp monitor interface ethernet1

8. set nsrp monitor interface ethernet3

9. set nsrp cluster id 1

10. save


���������9

1. set interface ethernet1 zone untrust

2. set interface ethernet1 ip 210.1.1.1/24

3. set interface ethernet3 zone trust

4. set interface ethernet3 ip 10.1.1.1/24

5. set interface ethernet3 manage-ip 10.1.1.21

6. set nsrp rto-mirror sync

7. set nsrp monitor interface ethernet1

7.  If you do not enable the automatic RTO synchronization option, you can manually synchronize RTOs with the CLI co
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eck the default NSRP settings 
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8. set nsrp monitor interface ethernet3

9. set nsrp cluster id 1

10. save

Note: After performing this configuration, type the get nsrp command to ch
that the device automatically creates, and which are noted on page 8.
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An NSRP cluster consists of a group of NetScreen devices that enforce the same ov
the same configuration settings. When you assign a NetScreen device to an NSRP 
the configuration on one member of the cluster propagate to the other. Members of th
identical settings for the following:

• Policies and policy objects (such as addresses, services, VPNs, users, and 

• System parameters (such as settings for authentication servers, DNS, SNMP
detection options, and so forth) 

Members of a cluster do not propagate the following configuration settings:

Non-Propagating Commands
NSRP

• set/unset nsrp cluster id number
• set/unset nsrp auth password pswd_str
• set/unset nsrp encrypt password pswd_str
• set/unset nsrp monitor interface interface
• set/unset nsrp vsd-group id id_num { mode string | preempt | priorit
• set/unset nsrp rto-mirror …

Interface
• set/unset interface interface manage-ip ip_addr
• set/unset interface interface phy …
• set/unset interface interface bandwidth number
• set/unset interface redundant number phy primary interface
• All commands pertaining to local interfaces

IP Tracking
• All IP tracking commands (set/unset nsrp track-ip …)

Console Settings
• All console commands (set/unset console …)

Hostname
• set/unset hostname name_str
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Before two NetScreen devices can provide redundant network connectivity, you mus
cluster by assigning a cluster ID8 between 1 and 7. When a NetScreen device becom
automatically becomes a member of VSD group 0, and all interfaces become VSIs f
retain some interfaces as local interfaces and create VSIs from select interfaces, yo

1. Remove VSD group 0.

All the interfaces on all cluster members become local interfaces.

2. Create another VSD group, such as VSD group 1.

3. Create VSIs for that VSD group.

For more information about VSD groups, see “VSD Groups” on page 23.

Cluster members can also synchronize run-time objects (RTOs), which allows a new
maintain uninterrupted network and VPN services after a failover. (For more informa
“Run-Time Objects” on page 21.)

SNMP
• set/unset snmp name name_str

Virtual Router
• set/unset vrouter name_str router-id ip_addr

Clear*

• All clear commands (clear admin, clear dhcp, …)
Debug†

• All debug commands (debug alarm, debug arp, …)

* By default, NSRP cluster members do not propagate the clear commands. To propagate a clear command to al
cluster, insert the keyword cluster into the command. For example, clear cluster admin …, clear cluster dh

† By default, NSRP cluster members do not propagate the debug commands. To propagate a debug command
NSRP cluster, insert the keyword cluster into the debug command. For example, debug cluster alarm … , d

8.  Assigning an ID of 0 removes a device from a cluster.

Non-Propagating Commands
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Because NSRP cluster members can have different host names, a failover can disru
the validity of digital certificates because SNMP communication and certificates rely 
function properly.

To define a single name for all cluster members, type the following CLI command:

set nsrp cluster name name_str

Use the cluster name when configuring the SNMP host name for the NetScreen dev
and when defining the common name in a PKCS10 certificate request file.

The use of a single name for all cluster members allows SNMP communication and d
without interruption after a device failover.
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uthentication and encryption 
gs entered on one device in a 
 “Non-Propagating Commands” 
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ers when both HA links fail.

5 (the default is 4). ARP 
 master after a failover has 

ups” section, you create a 
 page 26.)
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In this example, you group devices A and B within NSRP cluster ID 1 with cluster na
the following settings on each device:

NSRP communication security: Assign passwords—725dCaIgDL and WiJ
authentication and encryption keys to secure NSRP communications.

After you have grouped both devices in the same cluster and given them the same a
passwords, you can enter the following settings on either device A or B. (Most settin
cluster propagate to the other device. For a list on non-propagating commands, see
on page 15.)

• Port monitoring: Select the ethernet1 (bound to the Untrust zone) and ethe
for monitoring layer 2 network connectivity.

• Secondary link: Specify that the ethernet2 interface carry VSD heartbeats 
go down. The purpose of this feature is to prevent multiple VSD group mast

• Gratuitous ARP broadcasting: Specify the number of ARP broadcasts as 
broadcasts notify surrounding network devices of the MAC address of a new
occurred.

(All the interfaces on these devices become VSIs for VSD group 0. In the “VSD Gro
second VSD group for these devices. See “Example: Creating Two VSD Groups” on

NSRP Cluster
ID: 1

A

B
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1. Network > Redundancy > Settings: Enter the following9, and then click App

Cluster ID: 1

NSRP Authentication Password: (select) 725

NSRP Encryption Password: (select) WiJoaw

3��&���9

2. Network > Redundancy > Settings: Enter the following10, and then click App

Cluster ID: 1

> Monitor Port Edit: Select ethernet1 and eth

Secondary Link: ethernet2

Number of Gratuitous ARPs to Resend: 5

NSRP Authentication Password: (select) 725

NSRP Encryption Password: (select) WiJoaw

9.  You can only set a cluster name through the CLI.

10.  Because the port monitoring, secondary path, and ARP specifications are propagated to all devices with the same clu
on device B. However, for security purposes, you must enter the authentication and encryption passwords on each m
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1. set nsrp cluster id 1

2. set nsrp auth password 725dCaIgDL

3. set nsrp encrypt password WiJoaw4177

4. save

3��&���9

1. set nsrp cluster id 1

2. set nsrp auth password 725dCaIgDL

3. set nsrp encrypt password WiJoaw4177

4. save

5. set nsrp cluster name cluster1

6. set nsrp monitor interface ethernet1

7. set nsrp monitor interface ethernet2

8. set nsrp secondary-path ethernet2

9. set nsrp arp 5

10. save
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Run-time objects (RTOs) are code objects created dynamically in memory during nor
of RTOs are session table entries, ARP cache entries, DHCP leases, and IPSec sec
event of a failover, it is critical that the current RTOs be maintained by the new maste
To accomplish this, RTOs are backed up by the members of an NSRP cluster. Work
backs up the RTOs from the other, which allows RTOs to be maintained should the m
active/active HA scheme step down.

In the current ScreenOS release, you do not have to configure one or more RTO mirr
among members of an NSRP cluster. Defining a NetScreen device as a member of 
synchronization automatically enables the local device to send and receive RTOs.

By default, NSRP cluster members do not synchronize RTOs. Before enabling RTO
synchronize the configurations between the cluster members. Unless the configurat
cluster are identical, RTO synchronization might fail. (For examples of the synchron
“Example: Adding a Device to an Active NSRP Cluster” on page 36 and “Example: N
Configuration” on page 51.)

To enable RTO synchronization, do either of the following:

�����

Network > Redundancy > Settings: Select the NSRP RTO Mirror Synchron
click Apply .

	��

1. set nsrp rto-mirror sync

2. save

11.  Using policies, you can specify which sessions to backup and which not to backup. For traffic whose sessions you do
with the HA session backup option disabled. In the WebUI, clear the HA Session Backup check box. In the CLI, use 
the set policy  command. By default, the backing up of sessions is enabled.
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The procedure for two NSRP cluster members to initiate their RTO mirror relationsh
operational states—set and active. The devices progress through these states as fo

1. After you add the first device to a group, its state is set. In the set state, the 
the group. As the receiver of RTOs, it periodically transmits an r-ready mess
announcing its own availability. As the sender of RTOs, it waits until it gets a
device with the same cluster ID.

2. After you add the peer and the two devices are correctly cabled for HA (see
Configuration” on page 47), then the following occurs:

a. The receiver sends an r-ready message.

b. The sender gets the r-ready message, and immediately sends a group
peer that its state is now active.

c. The receiver then changes its state to active as well.

In addition to passing RTOs from sender to receiver, both active mirrors send RTO h
intervals to communicate their operational status. To define the interval, use the follo
rto-mirror hb-interval number.

If a device does not receive a specified number of consecutive heartbeats from its p
active to set. To define the lost heartbeat threshold required to impel a state change
command: set nsrp rto-mirror hb-threshold number .

You can use the following command to disable RTO session synchronization on the
NSRP cluster: set nsrp rto-mirror session off. Issuing this command on a device o
synchronization from that device to others in the cluster.

Note: To maintain identical RTO heartbeat settings, the set nsrp rto-mirror hb-inte
rto-mirror hb-threshold number are propagated.
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A Virtual Security Device (VSD) group is a pair of physical NetScreen devices that c
VSD. One physical device acts as the master of the VSD group. The virtual security
bound to the physical interface of the master. The other physical device acts as the 
fails, the VSD fails over to the backup and the VSI binding is transferred to the phys
which is instantly promoted to master.

By grouping two NetScreen devices into two VSD groups, with each physical device
and the backup in the other, both devices can actively process traffic as masters wh
event of a failover.

Upon initial NSRP configuration, the VSD group member with the priority number clo
(The default is 100.) If two devices have the same priority value, the device with the 
master.

���� ��� �&��
You can determine whether a better priority number (closer to zero) can initiate a fai
you want to be master in preempt mode. If you enable the preempt option on that de
the VSD group if the current master has a lesser priority number (farther from zero).
master with a lesser priority than a backup can keep its position (unless some other
problem or faulty network connectivity, causes a failover).

Using the hold-down time to delay a failover can prevent a flurry of rapid failovers in t
adjacent switch and also ensure that surrounding network devices have sufficient tim
the new master becomes available. To enable or disable the preempt option, use th

set/unset nsrp vsd-group id number preempt

You can use the following CLI command to set the hold-down time—used for delayi
any length from 0 to 600 seconds:

set nsrp vsd-group id number preempt hold-down number

12.  In the current release, a VSD group can have two members. In later releases, there might be more than two member
master, another as a primary backup, and the remaining VSD group members as backups.
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The members of a VSD group can be in one of six states:

• Master – The state of a VSD group member that processes traffic sent to th

• Primary Backup – The state of a VSD group member that becomes the mas
step down. The election process uses device priorities to determine which m
when electing a new master, an RTO peer has precedence over any other V
member has a better priority rating.

• Backup – The state of a VSD group member that monitors the status of the 
of the backup devices to primary backup if the current one steps down.

• Initial – The transient state of a VSD group member while it joins a VSD grou
up or when it is added via the set nsrp vsd-group id id_num command.

You can specify how long a VSD group member stays in the initial state with
init-hold number command. The default (and minimum) setting is 5. To dete
hold-down time, multiply init-hold value by the VSD heartbeat-interval (init-h
hold-down time). For example, if the init-hold is 5 and the hb-interval is 1000
state hold-down time is 5,000 milliseconds, or 5 seconds (5 x 1000 = 5000).

• Ineligible – The state that an administrator purposefully assigns to a VSD gr
participate in the election process. To do this, use the set nsrp vsd-group i
command. 

• Inoperable – The state of a VSD group member after a system check determ
internal problem (such as no processing boards) or a network connection pr
interface link fails).

Note: If you reduce the VSD heartbeat interval, you should increase the init
configuring the heartbeat interval, see “Heartbeat Messages” on page 25.

Note: When the device returns from either the ineligible state (when you use
id_num mode { backup | init | master | pb } command) or inoperable state
problem has been corrected), it must first pass through the initial state.
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You can determine the state of a device by observing the HA LED on the auxiliary m
various colors—dark, green, yellow, red—are as follows:

• Dark: The device is not enabled for NSRP.

• Green: The device is enabled for NSRP; it is the master in one or more VSD
inoperable mode.

• Yellow: The device is enabled for NSRP; it is not the master in any VSD gro
mode.

• Red: The device is enabled for NSRP, but it is currently in inoperable mode.

<�$��)�$��7���$,��
Every VSD group member—even if it is in the initial, ineligible, or inoperable state—
members by sending a heartbeat message every second13. These messages allow e
current state of every other member. The heartbeat message includes the following 

• Unit ID of the device

• VSD group ID

• VSD group member status (master, primary backup, or backup)

• Device priority

• RTO peer information

The interval for sending VSD heartbeats is configurable (200, 600, 800, or 1000 mill
default). The CLI command—which applies globally to all VSD groups—is set nsrp v
You can also configure the lost heartbeat threshold that is used to determine when a
considered as missing. The CLI command, which also applies globally to all VSD gr
hb-threshold number . The minimum value for the lost heartbeat threshold is 3.

The heartbeat messages are sent over the HA1 link. For more information about the
the kinds of messages communicated over each, see “Dual HA Interfaces” on page 

13.  If a device is in the inoperable state with all HA links down, it can neither send nor receive VSD heartbeat messages un
path for these messages. For more information about configuring a secondary path, see “Example: Creating an NSR
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This example continues with the configuration of devices A and B, which are already
cluster and VSD group 0 (see “Example: Creating an NSRP Cluster” on page 18).

In this example, you create a second VSD group—Group 1. You assign device A pr
default priority (100) in Group 1. You assign device B priority 1 in Group 1 and the d
In both VSD groups, you enable the preempt option on the master and set the preem
seconds. If both devices are active, device A is always the master of Group 1 and B

�����

3��&���/

1. Network > Redundancy > VSD Group > Edit (for VSD group 0): Enter the fo

Priority: 1

Enable Preempt: (select)

Preempt Hold-Down Time (sec): 10

2. Network > Redundancy > VSD Group > New: In the Group ID field, type 1 , 

NSRP Cluster ID: 1

Device A

Device B

VSD Group: 0 VSD Group: 1

Priority: 1
(master)
Priority: 2
(backup)

Priority: 1
(master)

Priority: 2
(backup)

Priority: 1
(master)
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llowing, and then click OK:
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3��&���9

3. Network > Redundancy > VSD Group > Edit (for VSD group 1): Enter the fo

Priority: 1

Enable Preempt: (select)

Preempt Hold-Down Time (sec): 10

	��

3��&���/

1. set nsrp vsd-group id 0 priority 1

2. set nsrp vsd-group id 0 preempt hold-down 10

3. set nsrp vsd-group id 0 preempt

4. set nsrp vsd-group id 1

5. save

3��&���9

6. set nsrp vsd-group id 1 priority 1

7. set nsrp vsd-group id 1 preempt hold-down 10

8. set nsrp vsd-group id 1 preempt

9. save
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 VSD. When you put a 
 of VSD group 0. You must 
he NetScreen device.

 subnet of a VSI. For static 
able entries for each VSI 
For example, if you have two 
ust make a routing table entry 

(for example, VSD 0), the 
pass all outbound traffic sent to 

Untrust Zone

Trust Zone

NetScreen-A

NetScreen-B
Master 
VSD 1

Backup 
VSD 1

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

��+��$�0���$�&��������
After you create a VSD group, you must bind Virtual Security Interfaces (VSIs) to the
NetScreen device in an NSRP cluster, all the security zone interfaces become VSIs
manually assign VSIs to VSDs with other IDs for each security zone configured on t

By default, the NetScreen device adds an entry to its routing table for the immediate
routes to addresses beyond the immediate subnet, you must manually make route t
through which you want the NetScreen device to forward traffic to those addresses. 
VSDs and you want to configure a default route to a router in the Untrust zone, you m
for the Untrust zone VSI of both VSDs. If you set the default route on only one VSD 
NetScreen device acting as the master of the other VSD (for example, VSD 1) must 
it across the HA data link to the device acting as the master of VSD 0.

Untrust Zone

Trust Zone

If the default route is set 
only on VSD 0, NetScreen-B, 
as the master of VSD 1, must 
forward outbound traffic 
received on its Trust zone 
VSI across the HA data link 
to NetScreen-A.

NetScreen-A sends it out its 
Untrust zone VSI to the 
external router.

If the default route is set 
on both VSD 0 and 1, 
both NetScreen devices 
forward outbound traffic 
received on their Trust 
zone VSIs out their own 
Untrust zone VSIs to 
the external router.

Master 
VSD 1

NetScreen-A Backup 
VSD 1

Master 
VSD 0

Backup 
VSD 0 NetScreen-B

Master 
VSD 0

Backup 
VSD 0
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” on page 26 and assumes that 

ally when you put the device in 

4

the manage IP on ethernet3 for 

resses already assigned to the 
he VSD group 0 Untrust zone 
 ethernet3 with IP address 

.250—one route for the Untrust 
es are in the trust-vr routing 

mply as ethernet1.

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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This example builds on the previous example, “Example: Creating Two VSD Groups
you have already done the following on devices A and B:

• Put both devices in NSRP cluster 1

• Created VSD group 1 (the NetScreen device created VSD group 0 automatic
NSRP cluster 1)

• Bound ethernet1 to the Untrust zone and assigned it IP address 210.1.1.1/2

• Bound ethernet3 to the Trust zone and assigned it IP address 10.1.1.11/24

You define 10.1.1.21 as the manage IP on ethernet3 for device A, and 10.1.1.22 as 
device B. Then you create the following VSIs for VSD group 1:

• Untrust zone VSI ethernet1:1 (210.1.1.2/24)

• Trust zone VSI ethernet3:1 (10.1.1.2/24)

The NetScreen device creates VSIs for VSD group 0 automatically, using the IP add
local interfaces at the time you put the device in an NSRP cluster. In this example, t
VSI is ethernet114 with IP address 210.1.1.1/24. The VSD group 0 Trust zone VSI is
10.1.1.1/24.

Finally, you set two default routes to the external router in the Untrust zone at 210.1.1
zone VSI on VSD 0 and another for the Untrust zone VSI on VSD 1. All security zon
domain.

14.  The VSD group ID “0” does not appear in the names of VSIs in VSD 0. Instead of ethernet1:0, the VSI is identified si
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k OK:
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7$�$,��+�/00����

1. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet3): Enter the following, and then clic

Zone Name: Trust

IP Address/Netmask: 10.1.1.1/24

Manage IP: 10.1.1.21

Device A

Device B

VSD Group: 0 VSD Group: 1

Untrust Zone

Trust Zone

Untrust Zone VSIs

Trust Zone VSIs
ethernet3

10.1.1.1/24
Manage IP 10.1.1.21

ethernet3:1
10.1.1.2/24

Manage IP 10.1.1.22

ethernet1
210.1.1.1/24

ethernet1:1
210.1.1.2/24

External Router
210.1.1.250
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k OK:

then click OK:

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

������� �!����$#
7$�$,��+�/00����

2. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet3): Enter the following, and then clic

Zone Name: Trust

IP Address/Netmask: 10.1.1.1/24

Manage IP: 10.1.1.22

�&���$�������&�4�+����'$���
3. Network > Interfaces > New VSI IF: Enter the following, and then click OK:

Interface Name: VSI Base: ethernet1

VSD Group: 1

IP Address/netmask: 210.1.1.2/24

4. Network > Interfaces > New VSI IF: Enter the following, and then click OK:

Interface Name: VSI Base: ethernet3

VSD Group: 1

IP Address/netmask: 10.1.1.2/24

������
5. Network > Routing > Routing Table > trust-vr New: Enter the following, and 

Network Address: 0.0.0.0

Netmask: 0.0.0.0

Gateway: (select)

Interface: ethernet1:1

Gateway IP Address: 210.1.1.250
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then click OK:

0


�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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6. Network > Routing > Routing Table > trust-vr New: Enter the following, and 

Network Address: 0.0.0.0

Netmask: 0.0.0.0

Gateway: (select)

Interface: ethernet1:2

Gateway IP Address: 210.1.1.250

	���� �!����"#

7$�$,��+�/00����

1. set interface ethernet3 manage-ip 10.1.1.21

	���� �!����$#

7$�$,��+�/00����

2. set interface ethernet3 manage-ip 10.1.1.22

�&���$�������&�4�+����'$���

3. set interface ethernet1:1 ip 210.1.1.2/24

4. set interface ethernet3:1 ip 10.1.1.1.2/24

������

5. set vrouter trust-vr route 0.0.0.0/0 interface ethernet1 gateway 210.1.1.250

6. set vrouter trust-vr route 0.0.0.0/0 interface ethernet1:1 gateway 210.1.1.25

7. save
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onfiguration and files (such as 
device. After the configurations 
 You must also synchronize 
d for any reason.

boots (or if all HA links fail), it is 
e configuration of one device is 
 command. The output states 
checksums of the local and 

em: exec nsrp sync 
efore synchronizing the 
xisting settings. However, after 
. To avoid generating error 

les.

d, or deleted on the remote 

NRTP), which is very similar to 
come unsynchronized.
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When you add a new device to an active NSRP cluster, you must synchronize the c
PKI public/private key files) from the master of the VSD group or groups to the new 
and files are synchronized, you must then synchronize the run-time objects (RTOs).
configurations, files, and RTOs after a member of a cluster becomes unsynchronize

�4��5���&@&�,����'&,��$�&���
If you make any configuration changes on one device while another in the cluster re
possible that the configuration settings can become unsynchronized. To discover if th
out of sync with that of another, use the exec nsrp sync global-config check-sum
whether the configurations of the two devices are in or out of sync and provides the 
remote devices.

If the configurations are out of sync, use the following command to resynchronize th
global-config save. If you do not use the unset all command on the local device b
configurations, the local device appends the settings from the remote device to its e
synchronizing the configurations, every duplicate setting produces an error message
messages while synchronizing configurations, you can do the following:

1. Download both the local and remote configurations to a workstation.

2. Use an application such as WinDiff to discern the differences between the fi

3. Manually enter the settings on the local device that had been added, modifie
device.

Note: Because NetScreen devices use the NetScreen Reliable Transport Protocol (
TCP—only more lightweight—configurations on active devices in a cluster rarely be
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 to which you are synchronizing 
 all files, enter exec nsrp sync 

me Objects” on page 21), when 
TO mirror synchronization—

n enable RTO synchronization, 
c rto all command. To resync 
ing CLI command: exec nsrp 

luster detects another member 
ronize RTOs manually, use the 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

�4��5���&@&�,��&���
If you need to synchronize a specific file, enter the following command on the device
the file: exec nsrp sync file name name_str from peer. If you need to synchronize
file from peer.

�4��5���&@&�,��:��
If you have enabled RTO mirror synchronization on a device in a cluster (see “Run-Ti
the device reboots, the RTOs automatically resynchronize. However, if you disable R
perhaps to perform some debugging or maintenance on the device—when you agai
you must manually resync all the RTOs. To do that, you can use the exec nsrp syn
only selected RTOs such as ARP, DNS, sessions, or VPNs—you can use the follow
sync rto { arp | auth-table | dns | l2tp | session | vpn }. 

To enable RTO synchronization to begin automatically when a member in an NSRP c
in the cluster, use the set nsrp rto-mirror sync command. When you need to synch
exec nsrp sync rto { all | arp | auth-table | dns | l2tp | session | vpn } command.
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evice A is the master of VSD 
 the backup in VSD group 1.

t it from the network. You force 
ization. Device A becomes the 

ble RTO mirror synchronization 
 device B as the master of VSD 

 A. At this point, you can 
f device A.

I.

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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In this example, devices A and B are in NSRP cluster 1 and VSD groups 1 and 2. D
group 1 and the backup in VSD group 2. Device B is the master of VSD group 2 and

You want to do some troubleshooting on device B, and you do not want to disconnec
device B to become the backup in VSD group 2, and then you disable RTO synchron
master of both VSD groups. After you finish troubleshooting device B, you again ena
and then manually resync the RTOs from device A to device B. Finally, you reassign
group 2.

�����

	��

3��&���9

1. exec nsrp vsd-group id 2 mode backup

2. unset nsrp rto-mirror sync

Device B is no longer processing traffic nor synchronizing RTOs with device
troubleshoot device B without affecting the traffic-processing performance o

3. set nsrp rto-mirror sync

4. exec nsrp sync rto all from peer

5. exec nsrp vsd-group id 2 mode master

Note: The manual synchronization of RTOs is only available through the CL
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e security appliance, to VSD 
et the previous configurations 

the master of both VSD groups. 

”

I.

on settings to existing settings. (Note: 

 command saves the configuration at 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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In this example, you add device A, which had previously been functioning as a singl
groups 0 and 1 in NSRP cluster with cluster ID 1 and name “cluster1”. You must uns
on device A, reboot it, and then synchronize the configuration, files, and RTOs from 
You then assign device A as the master of VSD group 0.

�����

	��
3��&���/

1. unset all15

The following prompt appears: “Erase all system config, are you sure y / [n]?
2. Press the Y key.

The system configuration is returned to the factory default settings.
3. reset

The system reboots.

4. set nsrp cluster id 1
5. set nsrp cluster name cluster1
6. exec nsrp sync file
7. exec nsrp sync global-config
8. set nsrp rto-mirror sync
9. exec nsrp vsd-group id 0 mode master
10. save all16

Note: The cold start synchronization feature is only available through the CL

15.  If you do not first use the unset all command, the exec nsrp sync global-config command appends new configurati
The NetScreen device generates an error message for each duplicate setting that is synchronized.)

16.  Using the save all command saves the configurations in all virtual systems as well as at the root level. Using the save
the root level only.
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edundant devices, NetScreen 
ou can bind two generic 

o better distribute the 
 the network data messages. If 
ining active port assumes both 

 data link, a failure of the data 
such devices, then the data link 

nflict with the VLAN tags on the 

eth8 
Data 
Link

fails, then 
 over the 
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The basic principle of NSRP is that there be no single point of failure. In addition to r
devices either have dedicated physical redundant HA interfaces (HA1 and HA2) or y
interfaces to the HA zone to provide HA interface redundancy.

In addition, you can create redundant security zone interfaces.

3�$��</�+����'$���
All NSRP information passes between cluster members via the two HA interfaces. T
out-of-band bandwidth, HA1 handles the NSRP control messages while HA2 handles
either port fails on a NetScreen device with gigabit HA1 and HA2 interfaces, the rema
kinds of traffic. For NetScreen devices that must use a 100-megabit interface for the
link results in one active HA link for control messages only. If the control link fails on 
becomes the control link and sends and receives control messages only.

Note: If you use a switch between HA ports, use port-based VLANs, which do not co
forwarded packets.

eth7
Control

Link

If either HA1 or HA2 fails, then the control 
and data messages are both sent over the 
remaining HA link.

HA1
Control

Link

HA2 
Data 
Link

(Gigabit Links) (100 Megabit Links)

If either ethernet7 or ethernet8 
only control messages are sent
remaining HA link.
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 or two physical ethernet 
A link supports both control and 
upports control messages only.

the lower number becomes the 
ple, if you bind only ethernet 8 

e, it becomes the control link 
ink. (For information on binding 

 the control and data links. If 
rnet8 interfaces together, then 
er, ethernet7 becomes the 
et8 becomes the data link. The 

nate an interface bound to a 
face interface.

ns among the NSRP cluster 
tise the sender’s member 
rtbeat messages are as follows:

s of each member of an NSRP 
h of the HA interfaces. If, for 
h devices transfer transmission 

up. The VSD group uses these 
master advertises that it has 
r.
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On NetScreen devices that do not have dedicated HA interfaces, you must bind one
interfaces to the HA zone. If you bind a single gigabit interface to the HA zone, the H
data messages. If you bind one 100-megabit interface to the HA zone, the HA link s

If you bind two interfaces (gigabit or 100-megabit) to the HA zone, the interface with 
control link, and the interface with the higher number becomes the data link. For exam
to the HA zone, it becomes the control link. If you then bind ethernet7 to the HA zon
(because it has a lower number than ethernet8), and ethernet8 changes to the data l
an interface to a zone, see “Binding an Interface to a Security Zone” on page 2 -89.)

The order in which you cable the HA interfaces together also affects which becomes
ethernet7 and ethernet8 are both bound to the HA zone, but you only cable the ethe
ethernet8 becomes the control link. If you then cable the ethernet7 interfaces togeth
control link (because it is active and has a lower number than ethernet8) and ethern
same principle also applies to the HA1 and HA2 interfaces.

On NetScreen devices that do not have dedicated HA interfaces, you can also desig
security zone to handle HA control messages. Use the CLI command set nsrp inter

��������7���$,��
There are two kinds of control messages: heartbeats and HA messages.

Heartbeats: Heartbeats are sent periodically to establish and sustain communicatio
members, VSD group members, and RTO mirrors. The heartbeats continually adver
status, and the health of its system and network connectivity. The three kinds of hea

• HA physical link heartbeats

• VSD heartbeats

• RTO heartbeats

HA physical link heartbeats are broadcast messages from the HA1 and HA2 interface
cluster to the other member. The purpose of these messages is to monitor the healt
example, one member does not receive three consecutive heartbeats from HA1, bot
of the control messages to HA2.

VSD heartbeats are broadcast from the HA1 interface of each member of a VSD gro
messages to monitor the membership status of all its members. If, for example, the 
become inoperable, the primary backup immediately becomes the VSD group maste
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 The purpose of these 
ding group active messages. If, 
, it changes its state from active 

aster sends to the other VSD 

aster without causing a service 

p must forward to the device 
 active/active configuration, the 
ceives the packet is the master 
ster, it forwards the packet over 

ce A (master of VSD group 1), 
ending packets round-robin 
t send the next packet to 
e B forwards the packet across 

transmits a “group detach” 
ut waiting for the missing 
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Each member of a mirror group broadcasts RTO heartbeats from the HA1 interface.
messages is to locate an active peer and then maintain the mirror relationship by sen
for example, a device does not receive 16 consecutive RTO heartbeats from its peer
to set.

HA Messages: The two kinds of HA messages are as follows:

• Configuration messages – The network and configuration settings that the m
group member

• RTO messages – The RTOs that the master sends to the other RTO mirror

The HA messages contain the information that enables the backup to become the m
interruption.

3$�$�7���$,���A$�B����2&��5&�,C
Data messages are IP packets traversing the firewall that the backup in a VSD grou
acting as master. When a packet arrives at the interface of a NetScreen device in an
device first identifies which VSD group must process the packet. If the device that re
of the identified VSD group, it processes the packet itself. If the device is not the ma
the HA data link to the master.

For example, a load-balancing router might send the first packet in a session to devi
which creates an entry in its session table. If the router performs load balancing by s
(that is, the router sends each packet to a NetScreen device in turn), the router migh
device B (backup of VSD group 1). Because a session entry exists in device A, devic
the data link17 to device A, which processes it.

Note: If you remove a device from a mirror group, it enters the undefined state and 
message to its peer. The peer immediately changes its state from active to set witho
heartbeats to exceed the threshold. 

17.  If there is no data link, the NetScreen device that receives the packet drops it immediately.
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ing packets to the MIP, VIP, or 
ound packet might forward it 
ngs. This kind of packet 
und packet goes straight 
r device and then forwarded 
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Inbound packet forwarding across the data link occurs only when the NetScreen dev
configuration in Route mode. When in NAT mode, the router always sends the incom
VPN tunnel gateway, although the NetScreen device that receives the returning outb
across the data link to the device that has the session entry to which the packet belo
forwarding produces an h-shaped path. Like the down stroke in the letter h, the inbo
through one device, but the outbound packet might be sent halfway through the othe
across the data link to the first device.

Inbound Packet

Outbound Packet
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hysical interface on one device 
ysical interface to another 
face to the switch becomes 
ice failover from the VSD 

ou can define a VLAN on a 
terface. For information on 
page 6 -19.

 VSI for VSD group 1 and the 
I for VSD group 2 are each bound 
terface.

terface is bound to a pair of 
es.

rface acts as the primary 
ively handles traffic. The other 
e acts as the secondary interface 
 backup for the primary.

VSD Group 2oup 1

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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Applying a similar kind of virtualization that allows a VSI to shift its binding from the p
to the physical interface on another device, the VSI can shift its binding from one ph
physical interface on the same device. For example, if the link from the primary inter
disconnected, the link fails over to the secondary interface, thereby preventing a dev
master to backup.

You can bind a VSI to any of the following interface types:

• A subinterface

• A physical interface

• A redundant interface, which in turn is bound to two physical interfaces

Note: You cannot group subinterfaces to a redundant interface. However, y
redundant interface in the same way that you can define a VLAN on a subin
subinterfaces and VLANs, see “Defining Subinterfaces and VLAN Tags” on 

Redundant Interface

Physical Interfaces

Virtual Security Interfaces

The Untrust zone
Untrust zone VS
to a redundant in

The redundant in
physical interfac

One physical inte
interface and act
physical interfac
standing by as a

VSD Gr
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nd VSD group 1—in an 
 VSD group 1. Device B is the 

linked to two pairs of redundant 
zone.

 in redundant2. On the 
ge IP of 10.1.1.22 for device B 

ifferent switches:

rnet1/1 to switch A, ethernet1/2 

t2/1 to switch C, ethernet2/2 to 

you designate them as primary 
et interface interface1 phy 
tScreen device reroutes traffic 
r device to fail over.

ailover to ethernet1/2. 
econnecting the cable from 
former priority.

Because devices A and B are 
s to device B except the 
evice A 10.1.1.21, device B 

dundant interface to which you 
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In this example, devices A and B are members of two VSD groups—VSD group 0 a
active/active configuration. Device A is the master of VSD group 0 and the backup in
master of VSD group 1 and the backup in VSD group 0. The NetScreen devices are 
switches—switches A and B in the Untrust zone, and switches C and D in the Trust 

You put ethernet1/1 and ethernet1/2 in redundant1, and ethernet2/1 and ethernet2/2
redundant2 interface, you define a manage IP of 10.1.1.21 for device A and a mana
on this interface.

The physical interfaces that are bound to the same redundant interface connect to d

• Physical interfaces bound to a redundant interface in the Untrust zone: ethe
to switch B

• Physical interfaces bound to a redundant interface in the Trust zone: etherne
switch D

By putting ethernet1/1 and ethernet2/1 in their respective redundant interfaces first, 
interfaces. (You can change the primary status assignments via the CLI command s
primary interface2 .) If the link to a primary interface becomes disconnected, the Ne
through the secondary interface to the other switch without requiring the VSD maste

In this example, the cable from ethernet1/1 becomes disconnected, causing a port f
Consequently, all the traffic to and from devices A and B passes through switch B. R
ethernet1/1 on device A to switch A automatically causes that interface to regain its 

Note: This example only presents the creation of redundant interfaces on device A. 
members of the same NSRP cluster, device A propagates all interface configuration
manage IP address, which you enter on the redundant2 interface on both devices: d
10.1.1.22.

Note: The physical interfaces do not have to be in the same security zone as the re
bind them.
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ts if the VSIs are on the same 
terfaces, they must be in 

Switch A Switch B

Switch C Switch D

abling from physical interfaces to 
switches in a redundant group

solid line = primary link
dashed line = secondary link

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

The IP addresses for the VSIs:

VSIs for VSD Group 0 VSIs for VSD Group 1

redundant1 210.1.1.1/24 redundant1:1 210.1.1.2/24

redundant2 10.1.1.1/24 redundant2:1 10.1.1.2/24

Note: IP addresses for multiple VSIs can be in the same subnet or in different subne
redundant interface, physical interface, or subinterface. If the VSIs are on different in
different subnets.

VSD Group 1 VSD Group 2

redundant1
210.1.1.1/24

redundant1:1
210.1.1.2/24

redundant2
10.1.1.1/24

redundant2:1
10.1.1.2/24

Redundant
Interfaces

Redundant
Interfaces

Physical
Interfaces

Trust Zone
VSIs

Untrust Zone
VSIs

redundant1
210.1.1.1/24
redundant1:1
210.1.1.2/24

redundant2
10.1.1.1/24

redundant2:1
10.1.1.2/24

redundant2

redundant1

e1/1 e1/2 e3/1 e3/2

e2/1 e2/2 e4/1 e4/2

Trust Zone

Untrust Zone

C

redundant2 manage IPs
Device A: 10.1.1.21/24
Device B: 10.1.1.22/24
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k OK:

member of” drop-down list, and 

member of” drop-down list, and 

k OK:

member of” drop-down list, and 

member of” drop-down list, and 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

������� �!����"#

��0��0$���+����'$���

1. Network > Interfaces > New Redundant IF: Enter the following, and then clic

Interface Name: redundant1

Zone Name: Untrust

IP Address/Netmask: 210.1.1.1/24

2. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet1/1): Select redundant1 in the “As 
then click OK.

3. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet1/2): Select redundant1  in the “As 
then click OK.

4. Network > Interfaces > New Redundant IF: Enter the following, and then clic

Interface Name: redundant2

Zone Name: Trust

IP Address/Netmask: 10.1.1.1/24

Manage IP: 10.1.1.21

5. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet2/1): Select redundant2  in the “As 
then click OK.

6. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet2/2): Select redundant2  in the “As 
then click OK.
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 IP field, and then click OK .

et of a VSI for each VSI in each 
 zone VSIs, see “Example: 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

�&���$�������&�4�+����'$���

7. Network > Interfaces > New VSI IF: Enter the following, and then click OK:

Interface Name: VSI Base: redundant1

VSD Group: 1

IP Address/netmask: 210.1.1.2/24

8. Network > Interfaces > New VSI IF: Enter the following, and then click OK:

Interface Name: VSI Base: redundant2

VSD Group: 1

IP Address/netmask: 10.1.1.2/24

������� �!����$#

Network > Interfaces > Edit (for redundant2): Type 10.1.1.22 in the Manage

Note: You must enter static routes to addresses beyond the immediate subn
VSD. For an example showing the addition of a default route for two Untrust
NSRP for an Active/Active Configuration” on page 51.
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et of a VSI for each VSI in each 
 zone VSIs, see “Example: 
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��0��0$���+����'$���

1. set interface redundant1 zone untrust

2. set interface redundant1 ip 210.1.1.1/24

3. set interface ethernet1/1 group redundant1

4. set interface ethernet1/2 group redundant1

5. set interface redundant2 zone trust

6. set interface redundant2 ip 10.1.1.1/24

7. set interface redundant2 manage-ip 10.1.1.21

8. set interface ethernet2/1 group redundant2

9. set interface ethernet2/2 group redundant2

�&���$�������&�4�+����'$���

10. set interface redundant1:1 ip 210.1.1.2/24

11. set interface redundant2:1 ip 10.1.1.2/24

12. save

	���� �!����$#

13. set interface redundant2 manage-ip 10.1.1.22

14. save

Note: You must enter static routes to addresses beyond the immediate subn
VSD. For an example showing the addition of a default route for two Untrust
NSRP for an Active/Active Configuration” on page 51.
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network and to each other, and 

 and to redundant pairs of 
air of redundant routers running 
en devices with dedicated HA 
ces for HA traffic.

 and the kinds of switches and 
t your network requires.

Routers
(Using VRRP)

Redundant Switches

B

D

Device B

Redundant Switches

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

�����
���������
To configure two NetScreen devices for high availability, you must cable them to the 
then configure them for HA using NSRP.

�$)�&�,�'���$������7��5����'&,��$�&��
The following diagrams illustrate the cabling of two NetScreen devices to each other
internal switches and external switches. The external switches are then cabled to a p
VRRP, completing the full-mesh configuration. The first diagram shows two NetScre
interfaces. The second diagram shows two NetScreen devices using network interfa


���������3��&����2&�5�3�0&�$��0�</�+����'$���

Note: Depending on the topology in which you are deploying the NetScreen devices
routers you use, the cabling presented in the following diagram might differ from wha

Cable HA1 to HA1 and HA2 to HA2 
on each of the NetScreen devices.

Cable the physical interfaces on 
each NetScreen device to the 
external and internal switches.
Cable the external switches to 
the routers.

A

Device A

C

Trust Zone

Untrust Zone

solid line = primary link
dashed line = secondary link

Note: Interfaces eth1/1 and eth1/2 are members of 
redundant interface red1. Interfaces eth2/1 and eth2/2 
are members of redundant interface red2.
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iguration as follows:

al interfaces bound to the 

erface bound to red1 in the 

al interfaces bound to the 

rface bound to red2 in the Trust 

al interfaces bound to the 

erface bound to red1 in the 

al interfaces bound to the 

rface bound to red2 in the Trust 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

Cable two NetScreen devices (device A and device B) for NSRP in a full-mesh conf


���������/�$�0�
���������9	�</�1&�B�

1. Cable together the HA1 interfaces on each NetScreen device.

2. Cable together the HA2 interfaces on each NetScreen device.


���������/	���0��0$��6�A��56�6�$�0���56��C?�*�������>���

3. Cable ethernet1/1 to external switch A. (ethernet1/1 is one of the two physic
redundant interface red1 in the Untrust zone.)

4. Cable ethernet1/2 to external switch B. (ethernet1/2 is the other physical int
Untrust zone.)


���������/	���0��0$����A��5��6�$�0���5���C?�:�����>���

5. Cable ethernet2/1 to external switch C. (ethernet2/1 is one of the two physic
redundant interface red2 in the Trust zone.)

6. Cable ethernet2/2 to internal switch D. (ethernet2/2 is the other physical inte
zone.)


���������9	���0��0$��6�A��56�6�$�0���56��C?�*�������>���

7. Cable ethernet1/1 to external switch B. (ethernet1/1 is one of the two physic
redundant interface red1 in the Untrust zone.)

8. Cable ethernet1/2 to external switch A. (ethernet1/2 is the other physical int
Untrust zone.)


���������9	���0��0$����A��5��6�$�0���5���C?�:�����>���

9. Cable ethernet2/1 to external switch D. (ethernet2/1 is one of the two physic
redundant interface red2 in the Trust zone.)

10. Cable ethernet2/2 to internal switch C. (ethernet2/2 is the other physical inte
zone.)
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ion that you used to cable the 

vice A and device B), cable the 

Routers
(Using VRRP)

Redundant Switches

B

D

Device B

Redundant Switches

e


�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

�2&��5���$�0��������

11. Cable the redundant external switches together.

12. Cable the external switches to the redundant routers in the same configurat
NetScreen devices to the switches.

13. Cable the internal redundant switches together.


���������3��&����*�&�,�
��2��B�+����'$����'���</�1&�B�

After binding ethernet7 and ethernet8 to the HA zone on both NetScreen devices (de
NetScreen devices for NSRP in a full-mesh configuration as follows:


���������/�$�0�
���������9	�</�1&�B�
1. Cable together the ethernet7 interfaces on each NetScreen device.

2. Cable together the ethernet8 interfaces on each NetScreen device.

Bind ethernet7 and ethernet8 to the HA 
zone on each of the NetScreen devices.
Then cable together the interfaces 
bound to the HA zone:
• eth7 on device A to eth7 on device B
• eth8 on device A to eth8 on device B

Cable the physical interfaces on 
each NetScreen device to the 
external and internal switches.
Cable the external switches to 
the routers.

A

Device A

C

Trust Zone

Untrust Zon

solid line = primary link
dashed line = secondary link

Note: Interfaces eth1 and eth2 are members of 
redundant interface red1. Interfaces eth3 and 
eth4 are members of redundant interface red2.
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erfaces bound to the redundant 

ce bound to red1 in the Untrust 

terfaces bound to the 

e bound to red2 in the Trust 

erfaces bound to the redundant 

ce bound to red1 in the Untrust 

terfaces bound to the 

e bound to red2 in the Trust 

ion that you used to cable the 
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3. Cable ethernet1 to external switch A. (ethernet1 is one of the two physical int
interface red1 in the Untrust zone.)

4. Cable ethernet2 to external switch B. (ethernet2 is the other physical interfa
zone.)


���������/	���0��0$����A��5�������$�0���5������C?�:�����>���

5. Cable ethernet3 to external switch C. (ethernet3 is one of the two physical in
redundant interface red2 in the Trust zone.)

6. Cable ethernet4 to internal switch D. (ethernet4 is the other physical interfac
zone.)


���������9	���0��0$��6�A��5�����6�$�0���5������C?�*�������>���

7. Cable ethernet1 to external switch B. (ethernet1 is one of the two physical int
interface red1 in the Untrust zone.)

8. Cable ethernet2 to external switch A. (ethernet2 is the other physical interfa
zone.)


���������9	���0��0$����A��5�������$�0���5������C?�:�����>���

9. Cable ethernet3 to external switch D. (ethernet3 is one of the two physical in
redundant interface red2 in the Trust zone.)

10. Cable ethernet4 to internal switch C. (ethernet4 is the other physical interfac
zone.)

�2&��5���$�0��������

11. Cable the redundant external switches together.

12. Cable the external switches to the redundant routers in the same configurat
NetScreen devices to the switches.

13. Cable the internal redundant switches together.
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s, you can then configure them 

 group 0

 path monitoring

edundant Interfaces for VSIs” 
creen devices—device A and 

D group 018. You define VSD 
 in VSD group 1. You assign 
roup 0.

undant1 and redundant2—for 
red interfaces fails, the device 
ng the members of a monitored 

 on each device. The following 
SD group, VSD priority, 
ttings. All other commands are 

simply as redundant1.

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

/��&���/��&���
������'&,��$�&��
After cabling the NetScreen devices together and to the surrounding network device
for HA. A complete active/active configuration involves the following steps:

1. Creating an NSRP cluster, which automatically includes the creation of VSD

2. Creating a second VSD group within the cluster

3. Enabling device failure tracking methods—such as interface monitoring and

"#$� ��	�
���'���$��/��&���/��&������'&,��$�&��
In this example, which builds upon the interfaces configured in “Example: Creating R
on page 42, you create an NSRP cluster with ID 1 and name “cluster1” for two NetS
device B—which do not have any other user-defined settings configured.

When you create the NSRP cluster, the NetScreen device automatically creates VS
group 1. You assign device A priority 1 in VSD group 0 and priority 100 (the default)
device B priority 1 in VSD group 1 and leave its priority at the default (100) in VSD g

You set the interface monitoring option to monitor the two redundant interfaces—red
layer 2 network connectivity. If the primary physical interface for either of the monito
immediately fails over to the secondary interface. If both physical interfaces comprisi
redundant interface fail, the device fails over to the other device.

Note: To enable command propagation, you must first define the cluster ID number
settings are not propagated and must be configured on each device in the cluster: V
authentication and encryption passwords, manage IP addresses, and IP tracking se
propagated among devices within the cluster.

18.  The VSD group ID “0” does not appear in the names of VSIs in VSD 0. Instead of redundant1:0, the VSI is identified 
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s and the number of gratuitous 
en the two NetScreen devices, 

encrypted.

 ,and a route to the internal 
.

synchronization.

3/2

4/2

The addresses and 
configuration shown here are 
identical on both NetScreen 
devices.

The only difference is the 
manage IP address.
On device A the manage IP 
is 10.1.1.21 and is on the 
redundant2 interface.
On device B the manage IP 
is 10.1.1.22, and is on the 
redundant2 interface.

The IP address of the default 
gateway in the Untrust zone 
is 210.1.1.250.

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

You define the ethernet2/1 interface as a secondary link for VSD heartbeat message
ARPs after a device failover has occurred to 5. Because HA cables run directly betwe
communication between members of the NSRP cluster is neither authenticated nor 

You also set a route to the default gateway (210.1.1.250) for each Untrust zone VSI
network for each Trust zone VSI. All security zones are in the trust-vr routing domain

Finally, after the configurations for both devices are synchronized, you enable RTO 

VSD Group 0 VSD Group 1

redundant1
210.1.1.1/24

redundant1:1
210.1.1.2/24

redundant2
10.1.1.1/24

redundant2:1
10.1.1.2/24

Redundant
Interface

Redundant
Interface

Physical
Interfaces

Trust Zone
VSIs

Untrust Zone
VSIs

redundant1
210.1.1.1/24

redundant1:1
210.1.1.2/24

redundant2
10.1.1.1/24

redundant2

redundant1

e1/1 e1/2 e3/1 e

e2/1 e2/2 e4/1 e

Trust Zone

Untrust Zone

Priority 100

Priority 1

Priority 1

Priority 100

NSRP 
Cluster 

ID 1

redundant2:1
10.1.1.2/24

A

B

10.1.1.0/24
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lick Apply .

wing, and then click OK :

click OK :

pid failovers.

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

������� �!����"#

��������$�0���3�;��� �

1. Network > Redundancy > Settings: Type 1  in the Cluster ID field, and then c

2. Network > Redundancy > VSD Group > Edit (for Group ID 0): Enter the follo

Priority: 1

Enable Preempt: (select)

Preempt Hold-Down Time (sec): 1019

3. Network > Redundancy > VSD Group > New: Enter the following, and then 

Group ID: 1

Priority: 100

Enable Preempt: (clear)

Preempt Hold-Down Time (s): 0

19.  The hold-down time can be any length from 0 to 255 seconds, effectively delaying the failover to prevent a flurry of ra
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ply:

click OK :

cing the association of the VSI and 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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������� �!����$#

��������$�0���3�;��� �

4. Network > Redundancy > Settings: Select the following20, and then click Ap

Cluster ID: 1

Secondary Link: ethernet2/121

Number of Gratuitous ARPs to Resend: 522

NSRP RTO Mirror Synchronization: (select)

5. Network > Redundancy > VSD Group > New: Enter the following, and then 

Group ID: 1

Priority: 1

Enable Preempt: (select)

Preempt Hold-Down Time (sec): 10

20.  You can only set the cluster name through the CLI.

21.  If both HA1 and HA2 links are lost, the VSD heartbeat messages pass via the ethernet2/1 in the Trust zone.

22.  This setting specifies that after a device failover, the new VSD group master sends 5 gratuitous ARP packets announ
virtual MAC address to the new master.
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k OK:

member of” drop-down list, and 

member of” drop-down list, and 

k OK:

member of” drop-down list, and 

member of” drop-down list, and 

and then click Apply :

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

��0��0$���+����'$����$�0�7$�$,��+

6. Network > Interfaces > New Redundant IF: Enter the following, and then clic

Interface Name: redundant1

Zone Name: Untrust

IP Address/Netmask: 210.1.1.1/24

7. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet1/1): Select redundant1 in the “As 
then click OK.

8. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet1/2): Select redundant1  in the “As 
then click OK.

9. Network > Interfaces > New Redundant IF: Enter the following, and then clic

Interface Name: redundant2

Zone Name: Trust

IP Address/Netmask: 10.1.1.1/24

Manage IP: 10.1.1.22

10. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet2/1): Select redundant2 in the “As 
then click OK.

11. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet2/2): Select redundant2  in the “As 
then click OK.

12. Network > Redundancy > Settings > Monitor Port Edit: Select the following, 

redundant1

redundant2
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then click OK:

then click OK:

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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�&���$�������&�4�+����'$���

13. Network > Interfaces > New VSI IF: Enter the following, and then click OK:

Interface Name: VSI Base: redundant1

VSD Group: 1

IP Address/netmask: 210.1.1.2/24

14. Network > Interfaces > New VSI IF: Enter the following, and then click OK:

Interface Name: VSI Base: redundant2

VSD Group: 1

IP Address/netmask: 10.1.1.2/24

������

15. Network > Routing > Routing Table > trust-vr New: Enter the following, and 

Network Address/Netmask: 0.0.0.0/0

Gateway: (select)

Interface: redundant1

Gateway IP Address: 210.1.1.250

16. Network > Routing > Routing Table > trust-vr New: Enter the following, and 

Network Address: 0.0.0.0/0

Gateway: (select)

Interface: redundant1:1

Gateway IP Address: 210.1.1.250
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 IP field, and then click OK .

ization  check box, and then 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

������� �!����"#

7$�$,��+�/00����

17. Network > Interfaces > Edit (for redundant2): Enter 10.1.1.21  in the Manage

�:���4��5���&@$�&��

18. Network > Redundancy > Settings: Select the NSRP RTO Mirror Synchron
click Apply .
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	���� �!����"#
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1. set nsrp cluster id 1

2. set nsrp vsd-group id 0 preempt hold-down 1023

3. set nsrp vsd-group id 0 preempt

4. set nsrp vsd-group id 0 priority 1

5. set nsrp vsd-group id 1

6. set nsrp rto-mirror sync

7. save

	���� �!����$#

��������$�0���3�;��� �

1. set nsrp cluster id 124

2. set nsrp cluster name cluster1

3. set nsrp rto-mirror sync

4. set nsrp vsd-group id 1 priority 125

5. set nsrp vsd-group id 1 preempt hold-down 1026

6. set nsrp vsd-group id 1 preempt

23.  The hold-down time can be any length from 0 to 255 seconds, effectively delaying the failover to prevent a flurry of ra

24.  Because devices A and B are both members of the same NSRP cluster, all subsequent commands (except those othe
B propagate to device A.

25.  This command is not propagated.

26.  This command is not propagated.
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 instead of learning it from the source 
RRP. Frames coming from this router 
nd the NetScreen device has learned 
g an ARP lookup for the destination 

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
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7. set nsrp secondary-path ethernet2/127

8. set nsrp arp 528

9. set arp always-on-dest29

��0��0$���+����'$����$�0�7$�$,��+

10. set interface redundant1 zone untrust

11. set interface redundant1 ip 210.1.1.1/24

12. set interface ethernet1/1 group redundant1
13. set interface ethernet1/2 group redundant1
14. set interface redundant2 zone trust

15. set interface redundant2 ip 10.1.1.1/24

16. set interface redundant2 manage-ip 10.1.1.22

17. set interface ethernet2/1 group redundant2
18. set interface ethernet2/2 group redundant2
19. set nsrp monitor interface redundant1

20. set nsrp monitor interface redundant2

27.  If both HA1 and HA2 links are lost, the VSD heartbeat messages pass via the ethernet2/1 in the Trust zone.

28.  This setting specifies that after a device failover, the new VSD group master sends 5 gratuitous ARP packets announ
virtual MAC address to the new master.

29.  After you enter this command, the NetScreen device always does an ARP lookup to learn a destination MAC address
MAC in the originating ethernet frame. The external routers in this example are grouped as a virtual router running V
use the virtual IP address as the source IP but the physical MAC address as the source MAC. If the router fails over a
the MAC from the source MAC in the incoming frame, it would then direct return traffic to the wrong location. By doin
MAC, the NetScreen device can properly send traffic to the location of the new physical MAC address.
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21. set interface redundant1:1 ip 210.1.1.2/24

22. set interface redundant2:1 ip 10.1.1.2/24

������

23. set vrouter trust-vr route 0.0.0.0/0 interface redundant1 gateway 210.1.1.25

24. set vrouter trust-vr route 0.0.0.0/0 interface redundant1:1 gateway 210.1.1.2

25. save

	���� �!����"#

7$�$,��+�/00����

26. set interface redundant2 manage-ip 10.1.1.21

�:���4��5���&@$�&��

27. set nsrp rto-mirror sync

28. save
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For a virtual system to fail over, it must be in a VSD group. For a VSD group to supp
create VSIs for each virtual system. A virtual system has its own Trust zone VSI, an
zone VSI. A virtual system can also share the Untrust zone VSI with the root level. W
own Untrust zone VSIs, they must be in different subnets from each other and from t
level. All Trust zone virtual system VSIs must also be in different subnets from one a

"#$� ��	���+��'���+������&���$���4�����1�$0��5$�&�,
Two NetScreen devices (device A and device B) are in an active/active full-mesh co
configured the root system of device A as the master of VSD 0 and that of device B 
The Trust and Untrust zone VSIs for VSDs 0 and 1 in the root system are as follows

(For the complete configuration of the root system VSD groups, see “Example: NSR
Configuration” on page 51.)

In this example, you configure two virtual systems (vsys1 and vsys2) for NSRP. To p
incoming traffic to the virtual systems, VSD membership is apportioned as follows:

• Vsys1 is a member of VSD group 0.

• Vsys2 is a member of VSD group 1.

The NetScreen devices share the incoming traffic load by distributing the VSD group
Because of the initial design of configuring vsys1 on device A and vsys2 on device B
systems is directed to the device that contains it.

VSIs for VSD Group 0 VSIs for VSD Group 1

redundant1 210.1.1.1/24 redundant1:1 210.1.1.2/24

redundant2 10.1.1.1/24 redundant2:1 10.1.1.2/24

30.  Note that in this example the load is not evenly distributed; that is, it is not load balanced. The two NetScreen devices
receiving incoming traffic in dynamically shifting proportions (60/40%, 70/30%, and so on).
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The default gateway for outbound traffic is different for the root system and each virt

• Root: 210.1.1.250

• Vsys1: 210.11.1.250

• Vsys2: 210.12.1.250

Because this example builds on “Example: NSRP for an Active/Active Configuration
up VSD groups 0 and 1 and set the devices in NSRP cluster ID 1, NSRP is already e
you configure on device A automatically propagate to device B.

VSD Group 0 VSD Group 1

Trust Zone

Untrust Zone

NSRP Cluster ID 1

A

B

R
O
O
T

R
O
O
T

Vsys1

Vsys2

The root system is in VSD groups 0 and 1, 
and is active in both NetScreen devices.

Vsys1 is in VSD group 0, and is active only 
in device A.

Vsys2 is in VSD group 1, and is active only 
in device B.
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nt1:1
.2/24

ant2:1
.2/24

redundant1.2:1
210.12.1.1/24

Device B

redundant1.2 tag 12

redundant2.2 tag 22

redundant2.2:1
10.22.1.1/24

VSYS2

Vsys2-Untrust
Redundant

Subinterface

Vsys2-Trust
Redundant

Subinterface

 VSI

 VSI

�������������� ���!�"#$� ����%���������	�
��

�����

3��&���/	�����

Note: The NSRP configuration for the root system is identical to that in “Exa
Active/Active Configuration” on page 51.

Untrust Zone 
Redundant
Interface

Trust Zone
Redundant
Interface

Physical
Interfaces

VSIs

VSIs

redundant1
210.1.1.1/24

redundant1:1
210.1.1.2/24

redundant2
10.1.1.1/24

redundant2

redundant1

e1/1 e1/2

e2/1 e2/2

redundant2:1
10.1.1.2/24

redundant1.1
210.11.1.1/24

Vsys1-Untrust
Redundant

Subinterface

Device A

Vsys1-Trust
Redundant

Subinterface

redundant1.1 tag 11

redundant2.1 tag 21

redundant2.1
10.21.1.1/24

VSYS1ROOT

 VSI

redundant1
210.1.1.1/24

redunda
210.1.1

redundant2
10.1.1.1/24

redundant2

redundant1

e1/1 e1/2

e2/1 e2/2

redund
10.1.1

ROOT

 VSI

Untrust Zone 
Redundant
Interface

Trust Zone
Redundant
Interface

Physical
Interfaces

VSIs

VSIs

VSD Group 0 = Magenta (Note: The VSIs for VSD 0 do not display their VSD ID number.)
VSD Group 1 = Green (Note: The VSIs for VSD 1 indicate their VSD ID by colon+1.)
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1. Vsys > New: Enter the following, and then click OK:

VSYS Name: vsys131

2. Vsys > Enter (vsys1) > Network > Interface > New Sub-IF: Enter the followin

Interface Name: Redundant1.1

Zone Name: Untrust

VLAN Tag: 11

3. Network > Interfaces > New VSI-IF: Enter the following, and then click OK :

VSI Base: Redundant1.1

VSD Group: 0

IP Address/Netmask: 210.11.1.1/24

4. Network > Interfaces > New Sub-IF: Enter the following, and then click OK :

Interface Name: Redundant2.1

Zone Name: Trust-vsys-vsys1

VLAN Tag: 21

5. Network > Interfaces > New VSI-IF: Enter the following, and then click OK :

VSD Group ID: 0

IP Address/Netmask: 10.21.1.1/24

Interface Mode: Route32

31.  If you do not define a vsys admin, the NetScreen device automatically creates one by appending “vsys_” to the vsys n
for vsys1 is vsys_vsys1.

32.  Virtual systems can be in either Route or NAT mode, independent of the mode you set at the root level.
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6. Network > Routing > Routing Table > untrust-vr New: Enter the following, an

Network Address/Netmask: 0.0.0.0/0

Gateway: (select)

Interface: Redundant1

Gateway IP Address: 210.11.1.250

7. Click Exit Vsys  to return to the root level.

3��&���/	���4��

8. Vsys > New: Enter the following, and then click OK :

VSYS Name: vsys2

9. Vsys > Enter (vsys2) > Network > Interface > New Sub-IF: Enter the followin

Interface Name: Redundant1.2

Zone Name: Untrust

VLAN Tag: 12

10. Network > Interfaces > New VSI-IF: Enter the following, and then click OK :

VSI Base: Redundant1.2

VSD Group: 1

IP Address/Netmask: 210.12.1.1

11. Network > Interfaces > New Sub-IF: Enter the following, and then click OK :

Interface Name: Redundant2.2

Zone Name: Trust-vsys-vsys2

VLAN Tag: 22
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12. Network > Interfaces > New VSI-IF: Enter the following, and then click OK :

VSD Group ID: 1

IP Address/Netmask: 10.22.1.1/24

Interface Mode: Route

13. Network > Routing > Routing Table > untrust-vr New: Enter the following, an

Network Address/Netmask: 0.0.0.0/0

Gateway: (select)

Interface: Redundant1(untrust-vr)

Gateway IP Address: 210.12.1.250

14. Click Exit Vsys  to return to the root level.

3��&���9

Note: Because device A propagates the other configuration settings to devi
them again in device B.
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1. ns-> set vsys vsys1

2. ns(vsys1)-> set interface redundant1.1 tag 11 zone untrust

3. ns(vsys1)-> set interface redundant1.1 ip 210.11.1.1/24

4. ns(vsys1)-> set interface redundant2.1 tag 21 zone trust-vsys1

5. ns(vsys1)-> set interface redundant2.1 ip 10.21.1.1/24

6. ns(vsys1)-> set interface redundant2.1 route33

7. ns(vsys1)-> set vrouter untrust-vr route 0.0.0.0/0 interface redundant1 gatew

8. ns(vsys1)-> save

9. ns(vsys1)-> exit

3��&���/	���E���

10. ns-> set vsys vsys2

11. ns(vsys2)-> set interface redundant1.2 tag 12 zone untrust

12. ns(vsys2)-> set interface redundant1.2:1 ip 210.12.1.1/24

13. ns(vsys2)-> set interface redundant2.2 tag 22 zone trust-vsys2

14. ns(vsys2)-> set interface redundant2.2:1 ip 10.22.1.1/24

Note: The NSRP configuration for the root system is identical to that in “Exa
Active/Active Configuration” on page 51.

33.  Virtual systems can be in either Route or NAT mode, independent of the mode you set at the root level.
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15. ns(vsys2)-> set interface redundant2.2:1 route

16. ns(vsys2)-> set vrouter untrust-vr route 0.0.0.0/0 interface redundant1 gatew

17. ns(vsys2)-> save

18. ns(vsys2)-> exit

3��&���9

Note: Because device A propagates the other configuration settings to devi
them again in device B.
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because that address can shift 
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Path monitoring checks the layer 2 and layer 3 network connections between a NetS
interface of another device. Path monitoring is a useful tool for devices within a redu
whether the network connectivity of the device is acceptable.

Layer 2 path monitoring functions by checking that the physical ports are active and
devices. To enable layer 2 path monitoring through the WebUI, click Network > Red
Monitor Port Edit, and then select the interfaces. To enable layer 2 path monitoring
following command: set nsrp monitor interface interface.

Layer 3 path monitoring, or IP tracking, functions by sending ping or ARP requests t
addresses at user-determined intervals and then monitoring if the targets respond. I
for a device acting as master (but not for the device acting as its backup) exceeds the
the backup is automatically promoted to master, and the deposed master enters the
inoperable VSD group member continues its IP path tracking activity. When the resul
threshold, it transitions from the inoperable to initial state, and then to the backup sta

When tracking IP addresses, you can send ping or ARP requests from a manage IP 
redundant interface, or subinterface. Note that you cannot use a VSI for IP tracking 
its bindings among multiple devices.

Note: When routers are grouped in a redundant cluster using the Virtual Router Red
router functioning as the master cannot respond to ping requests to the virtual IP ad
owner (which might be the case after a failover). However, the master virtual router 
with the virtual MAC address regardless of IP address ownership. (See RFC 2338 fo
tracking, the polled device must be on the same physical subnet as the NetScreen m

34.  If the VSD group is in preempt mode and the device has a better priority than the current master, it transitions from th
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IP path tracking involves two kinds of thresholds: a tracked IP failure threshold and a

Tracked IP Failure Threshold – The number of consecutive failures to elicit a ping o
IP address required to be considered a failed attempt. Not exceeding the threshold i
connectivity with that address; exceeding it indicates an unacceptable level. You can
address at any value from 1 to 200. The default value is 3.

Device Failover Threshold – The total weight of the cumulative failed attempts req
master to step down. (For information on how to assign a weight to a tracked IP add
“Weighting Tracked IP Addresses”.) You can set the device failover threshold at any
default is 255.

(�&,5�&�,�:�$�B�0�+�/00������
By applying a weight, or a value, to a tracked IP address, you can adjust the importa
address in relation to reaching other tracked addresses. You can assign relatively gr
important addresses, and lesser weights to relatively less important addresses. The
play when a tracked IP failure threshold is reached. For example, exceeding the trac
address weighted 10 brings the master closer to device failover than would a tracke
weighted 1. You can assign weights from 1 to 255. The default is 255.
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Two NetScreen devices are in an active/active configuration. Every 10 seconds, both
the physical IP addresses35 of two external routers running VRRP in a redundant clu
ping requests to two Web servers in the Trust zone. The device failover threshold is
thresholds of the tracked IP addresses are as follows:

• Redundant routers in the Untrust zone

– 210.1.1.250 – Weight: 16, threshold 5

– 210.1.1.251 – Weight: 16, threshold 5

• Web servers in the Trust zone

– 10.1.1.30 – Weight 10, threshold 3

– 10.1.1.40 – Weight 10, threshold 3

Not receiving an ARP response after 5 consecutive attempts to one of the routers is 
contributes a weighted value of 16 toward the total failover threshold. Not receiving 
consecutive attempts to one of the Web servers is considered a failed attempt and c
10 toward the total failover threshold.

Because the device failover threshold is 51, all four tracked IP addresses must fail be
you are not willing to tolerate that amount of failure, you can lower the threshold to a

In this example, device A has a 100% success rate, while device B has failed to rec
responses from 10.1.1.40, contributing a value of 10 toward the total failover thresho

The Untrust zone interface is ethernet1 and the Trust zone interface is ethernet2 on
manage IP address is 210.1.1.1 on device A, and 210.1.1.2 on device B. The ethern
10.1.1.1 on device A, and 10.1.1.2 on device B. All the security zones are in the trus

35.  The physical IP addresses are the addresses dedicated to the physical routers that comprise the VRRP cluster.

Note: The IP tracking settings do not propagate to other devices in a VSD group. Yo
on all devices in the group.
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k OK:

Device B
Untrust Zone Interface: ethernet1

Manage IP 210.1.1.2
Trust Zone Interface: ethernet2

Manage IP: 10.1.1.2
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1. Network > Redundancy > Track IP > New: Enter the following, and then clic

Track IP: 210.1.1.250

Method: ARP

Weight: 16

Interval (sec): 10

Threshold: 5

Interface: ethernet1

A

210.1.1.250
Weight: 16

Threshold: 5

10.1.1.30
Weight: 10

Threshold: 3

Web Servers

Bold solid lines = successful attempts
Bold broken lines = failed attempts

B

Redundant Switches

Load Balancing Routers
(Using VRRP)

10.1.1.40
Weight: 10

Threshold: 3

210.1.1.251
Weight: 16

Threshold: 5

Device A
Untrust Zone Interface: ethernet1

Manage IP 210.1.1.1
Trust Zone Interface: ethernet2

Manage IP: 10.1.1.1

Redundant Switches

Untrust Zone

Trust 
Zone
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2. Network > Redundancy > Track IP > New: Enter the following, and then clic

Track IP: 210.1.1.251

Method: ARP

Weight: 16

Interval (sec): 10

Threshold: 5

Interface: ethernet1

3. Network > Redundancy > Track IP > New: Enter the following, and then clic

Track IP: 10.1.1.30

Method: Ping

Weight: 10

Interval (sec): 10

Threshold: 3

Interface: ethernet2

4. Network > Redundancy > Track IP > New: Enter the following, and then clic

Track IP: 10.1.1.40

Method: Ping

Weight: 10

Interval (sec): 10

Threshold: 3

Interface: ethernet2

5. Network > Redundancy > Track IP: Select Enable Track IP, and enter 51 i
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1. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.250 interface ethernet1

2. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.250 interval 10

3. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.250 method arp

4. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.250 threshold 5

5. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.250 weight 16

6. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.251 interface ethernet1

7. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.251 interval 10

8. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.251 method arp

9. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.251 threshold 5

10. set nsrp track-ip ip 210.1.1.251 weight 16

11. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.30 interface ethernet2

12. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.30 interval 10

13. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.30 method ping36

14. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.30 threshold 3

15. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.30 weight 10

16. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.40 interface ethernet2

17. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.40 interval 10

18. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.40 method ping

19. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.40 threshold 3

20. set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.40 weight 10

21. set nsrp track-ip threshold 51

22. set nsrp track-ip

23. save

36.  By default, pinging is the method for IP tracking and a tracked IP failure threshold value is 3; therefore, you do not nee
nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.30 and set nsrp track-ip ip 10.1.1.40 are sufficient.
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ring 61

IP

 group 0 8

n Redundancy Protocol

 NSRP

n Reliable Transport Protocol

 NRTP

3

–74

59

 broadcasts 18

up 4

ing 47–50

r cluster command 16

ter name 17

ters 16–20, 51

rol link 37

rol messages 37, 38

 link 39

 messages 39

g cluster command 16

ult settings 9

esh configuration 47, 61

abling, dedicated interfaces 47

abling, network interfaces 49
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ARP 59, 69

ARP broadcasts 18

authentication

NSRP 7, 18

�
CLI

set arp always-on-dest 59

CLI conventions v

cluster name, NSRP 17

clusters 16–20, 51

control messages 37

HA messages 39

HA physical link heartbeats 38

RTO heartbeats 39

VSD heartbeats 38

conventions

CLI v

WebUI iv

3
data messages 39

"
encryption

NSRP 7, 18

�
full-mesh configuration 61

<
HA 1–60

active/active failover 6

active/passive failover 4

cabling 47–50

cabling for dedicated HA interfaces 47

cabling network interfaces as HA links 49

control link 37

data link 39

HA LED 25

IP tracking 69

messages 39

path monitoring 69

redundant HA ports 7

redundant interfaces 41

secondary path 25

High Availability

See HA

+
interfaces

HA, dual 37–40

redundant 41

Virtual HA 49

VSIs 28

IP tracking 69

device failover threshold 70

ping and ARP 69

tracked IP failure threshold 70

weights 70

1
LED indi

load sha

7
manage 

VSD
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NSRP 1

ARP

ARP

back
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clus

clus

cont

cont

data

data

debu

defa

full-m

HA c

HA c
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P 61
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HA interfaces 38

HA LED 25

HA ports, redundant interfaces 41

HA session backup 21

hold-down time 53, 58

load sharing 61

manage IP 69

master 4

NAT and Route modes 8

overview 3

port failover 41

port monitoring 18, 69

preempt mode 23

priority numbers 23

redundant ports 37–46

RTO states 22

RTOs 21–22, 51

RTOs, resync 34

secondary path 18, 25

secure communications 7, 18

Transparent mode 8

virtual systems 61–68

VSD groups 5, 23–27, 51, 69

VSIs 5

VSIs, static routes 28, 45, 46


path monitoring 69

ports

HA 7

monitoring 18, 69

port failover 41

primary trusted and untrusted 41

redundant 37–46

secondary trusted and untrusted 41

preempt mode 23

Protocols

NRTP 33

NSRP 1

VRRP 69

�
RTOs 21–22

operational states 22

RTO peer 24

run-time objects

See RTOs

�
secondary path 18, 25

�
Virtual H

virtual se

See

virtual se

See

virtual sy

load

NSR

VRRP 6

VSD gro

hear

hold
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VSIs 5, 2
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WebUI, c
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